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A. Product features 
Our Vacuum Inkjet Cartridge Refill Machine is developed based on military 
engineering technology ,all kinds of cartridges need not puncture ,neither 
uncover label and do not need to dig the sealed steel ball and plastic Cypriot or 
no need to destroy the air-guide film,no matter what cartridge ,if refilled by our 
machine ,they will work as new and the print result is no worse than the 
originals! It is also used to produce new cartridges,the profit is more than 
2000%.It is a high-effective money maker for people of insight. 
1. Universal type. For cartridges of any brand and any color, there are 
corresponding refilling ink heads. Start our machine and you can refill the 
cartridge.  
2. Refilling without any damage on the body of inkjet cartridge.All kinds of 
cartridges need not puncture,neither uncover the air-quide film and dig the 
sealed steel ball and plastic cypriot gas, and don't need to seal off the circular 
slots on the top of the ink cartridge.The refilled cartridges have no appearance 
change and the air balance won't be broken.  
3. End filtration. Ink entering the cartridge must go through filtration. So the ink 
is purer. 
4. Draw off residual ink. Can draw off residual ink of cartridges, together with 
dusts that have entered there into from the air hole. Through an automatic 
device, the drawn-off residual ink flows into a waste container, so as to prevent 
the possibility of head clog caused by mixture of dusts into new ink and of color 
difference or head clog caused by reaction between new and remained ink. 
5. Clean printer head. No matter what stoppage to printer head, if not physical 
damage, the head can be cleaned by our machine.  
6. Multiple-purpose clamp. One clamp can clamp any cartridge in refilling 
process.With the clamp, color cartridge can be refilled different colors at same 
time. 
7. Easy to use. Designed based on needs, our machine has no any virtual 
function, so as to ensure low cost, easy operation and less possibility of failure; 
can learn how to use within half day. You may refill a cartridge within 3 minutes 
or so. 
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8. Positive and negative refilling functions. The two functions can be separately 
used according to cartridge status. 
9. Refill new cartridges. 
10. Various specifications. 

Refilling Machine CL23B Type: [Inkjet Cartridge Refill Machine]  
There are 23 refilling ink heads(among them, 4 can be realized through a 
large-size ink injector). Without exchanging and cleaning the ink measure tube 
and refilling ink heads without drilling holes on the body and uncovering the lid 
of inkjet cartridge. you can refill all cartridges (including the to-be-developed 
cartridges).Piano-style luxury type. The length:86.5cm, the width:50cm, the 
height:109cm, the input power:184w. 
Refilling Machine CL17 Type: [Inkjet Cartridge Refill Machine] 
There are 17 refilling ink heads. Without exchanging and cleaning the ink 
measure tube and the refilling ink heads, you can refill all cartridges. Desktop 
useful type.The length: 82cm, the width:40cm, the height:54cm, the input 
power:162w. 
Refilling Machine CL10A Type: [Inkjet Cartridge Refill Machine] 
There are 10 refilling ink heads . When you use ink specially provided by 
Yunsu Technology,you can refill the market two famous brand cartridges 
without exchanging and cleaning the ink measure tube and the refilling ink 
heads. It is specially designed for households or small working units. The 
length:54cm, the width:35cm, the height:42cm, the input power:90w. 
B. Market analysis 
1. Large market. Computer is popular. Every ten counties have thousands of 
computers. Large and medium cities have hundred thousands of computer. 
Most computers are equipped with printers. Inkjet printer accounts for 60% of 
the market. An average printer annually consumes 6 cartridges or so. The total 
is a surprising figure. But original ink cartridges are expensive. It's 200 or 300 
yuan each original cartridge. The substitute is also not cheap and the quality 
cannot be guaranteed.  
2. Moderate investment. A vacuum ink refilling machine is sold at competitive 
price. It occupies 2～3 square meters site and needs only RMB1,000 or so 
flow fund. 
3. High profit. Adding one cartridge averagely costs USD$0.18 or so. The 
average charge is USD$4.50 or so (equivalent of about 1/4 of original 
cartridge). If an ink refilling machine serves 300 printers, the annual profit is 
USD$8974.00 or so. If it serves 1,000 printers, the annual profit is more than 
USD$26000.00. 
C. Why must vacuum ink refilling? 
1. When computer shows ink is used out, there is ink left in the cartridge. The 
residual ink is impossible to have the same chemical ingredients as the new 
ink (the original ink manufacturer will not sell their ink to others for refilling ink. 
This doing will impact its own market). The chemical ingredients of the refilled 



ink could be different from the original one.when they are mixed together,head 
clog and color difference may occur.Our inkjet cartridge refilling machine can 
first draw off the ink left in the cartridge and then refill new ink. This process 
can avoid chemical reaction occuring between residual and new ink. 
2. In printing, as ink is used away, the equivalent volume of air will supply the 
cartridge. At the same time, dusts will be brought into it. After dusts enter into 
the cartridge, they will be stopped by a sponge or float above the ink. Usually 
they will enter into the printer head. But they will not disappear when the 
cartridge becomes empty. If refilling new ink without getting rid of the dusts, 
they will enter into the printer head together with the new ink, thus head clog 
will occur. Vacuum refilling can draw off dusts and left ink and refill with new 
ink, thus solve the problems. 
3. The vacuum refilling ink is to absorb the ink into the inkjet cartridges with the 
negative vacuum.Thus little air bubble is entered into the inkjet cartridge and 
avoid spiccato printing occur. 
D. Cooperation methods 
1. company-ownded outlets. you will become our outlet after you have bought 
one machine .you will enjoy treatments such as par value ink and ink powder , 
one-year maintenance warranty, long follow up service.  
2. Agent. Based on the above outlet treatment, region-level and province-level 
agents enjoy favor-able prices. 
3. Technology transfer. Vacuum inkjet cartridge refilling machine and powder 
refilling production technology can be transferred according to 
region-,province- and nation-level. 
4. Company-owned outlet service for refilling powder. For service of refilling ink 
or powder in NanJing area, if you are not satisfied, we guarantee fund 
returning.  
E. We also offer the following products:  
1. The inkjet paper.we have various specifications .They have good printing 
and good waterproof funcation.  
2. The gloss back-glue sticking photo paper.It has various specification and 
good printing and good waterproof funcation.  
3. Ribbon, various pecification and good quality.  
4. The compatiable inkjet cartridge.The printing effect is as good as the original 
ones.  
5. The double-faced card paper.It has various specification and good 
waterproof funcation  
6. The inkjet ink .We have good quality ink.They are packed in a bottle of half a 
kilogram.  
7. The cassette refilling ink device.all kinds of the inkjet cartridges can be 
refilled at same time.A set has 5 pieces.  
8. The inkjet cartridge tester.It can judge if the inkjet cartridge is in good 
condition or damaged. 
 


